Abstract. The conventional method for sending halftone images via facsimile machines is inefficient. The previously proposed ToneFac algorithm improves the transmission of halftone images. ToneFac represents a halftone image by mean gray values of the disjoint blocks and an error image, which records the difference between the desired halftone and the halftone generated using the mean gray values. To improve on ToneFac, we propose additional processing techniques: searching for the error-minimizing gray value for each block; quantization and coding of block values; bit switching, which transforms the error image into a more compressible image; optimal block sizing; and spurious dot filtering, which removes perceptually insignificant dots. The new algorithm is compared to other methods, including adaptive arithmetic coding, and is shown to provide improvement in bit rate. A theoretical consideration of the compression ratio from the ToneFac algorithm is also given.
Introduction
Text and line art can be efficiently transmitted by group 3 and group 4 facsimile devices. A compression ratio of 10 to 20 is typical. 1, 2 However, the current group 3 and group 4 coding schemes are inefficient in the case where a scanned gray scale image or a halftone scanned at low resolution at the transmitter needs to be transmitted and rendered as a halftone at the receiver. One approach is to halftone the input image at the receiver first and then transmit the halftone image. For halftone images, expansion rather than compression of data usually results from using the group 3 and group 4 encoding schemes. 3, 4 Halftoning is the use of black and white dot patterns to give the appearance of a gray scale, 5 so halftones intrinsically consist of many short runs of white pixels and black pixels. On the other hand, the Huffman codes specified in the standard encoding schemes have been designed for text and line art, which are characterized by many long white runs and a few short black runs. 1 Therefore, group 3 and group 4 encoding schemes are inefficient for halftones. Although halftones can be transmitted using the uncompressed mode, as allowed by the fax encoding standard, in this case, any spatial redundancy is left unutilized. Also, due to the assignment of codewords for the uncompressed mode, there is a slight data expansion. Other entropy coding schemes such as adaptive arithmetic coding 6 are applicable, but they are not standard for facsimile machines. Also, even adaptive arithmetic coding does not perform well on halftone images with blue noise characteristics, which possess little dot position regularity, but this class of halftones is important due to its pleasant appearance. 5 Another coding approach is to encode the gray scale image using a lossy coding scheme such as the Discrete Cosine Transform ͑DCT͒-based Joint Photographic Expert Group ͑JPEG͒ scheme 7 and provide halftoning at the receiver. However, the JPEG scheme is better adapted for gray scale images, and JPEG devices are not compatible with the existing base of fax units.
The ToneFac ͑halftone fax compression͒ algorithm presented in Ref. 8 aims at compressing the original gray scale image efficiently for reproduction of the desired halftone at the receiver and making use of the standard fax encoding scheme to minimize the deviation from the standard. This paper proposes some techniques to improve on the coding efficiency of ToneFac. The resulting improved ToneFac improves the coding efficiency by a factor of 2 ͑Ref. 9͒.
ToneFac
In the ToneFac algorithm ͑illustrated in Figure 1͒ , a halftone mask is assumed to be known to both the transmitter and the receiver, and the desired halftone image is generated by thresholding each pixel of the original gray scale image, using the mask value at the same location as the threshold. The original image to be rendered as a halftone at the receiver is divided into nonoverlapping rectangular blocks. For each block, the mean ͑or median͒ gray value is sent. An error image, which records the difference in the desired halftone and the halftone generated using the mean gray values, is also transmitted. Since some spatial redundancy in the original image is extracted as the mean gray values, the error dots, which indicate errors between the desired binary values and the predicted binary values from the mean gray values, are usually sparse in the error image. Such an error image, with many long white runs and a few black runs ͑if a black dot represents an error dot͒, is efficiently encoded using the group 3 or group 4 encoding scheme.
Assume the input image is M ϫ N in size. The processing steps at the transmitter are as follows:
Step 1: Halftone the gray scale image g(i, j) using the mask b(i, j) to generate the halftone image h(i, j): where i and j are indices of pixels.
Step 2: Subdivide the image into K ϫ L blocks, where K and L are assumed to be factors of M and N, respectively. If this is not the case, replications of the lines at the margins of the image may be necessary, and the redundant lines are discarded in the determination of the error image ͑step 4͒. Calculate the mean gray value for each K ϫ L block:
where m and n are the indices of the K ϫ L blocks.
Step 3: Create the halftone image h(i, j) by using the block mean ḡ(m,n) for the whole K ϫ L block and the same halftone mask:
where mϭmod(i/K) and nϭmod( j/L).
Step 4: Create the error image e(i, j) that records the inversions from black to white or from white to black needed to convert h(i, j) to h(i,j):
where denotes a logical exclusive-or ͑XOR͒ operation. The 1's indicate where inversions of bits are needed. The 0's indicate no prediction errors.
Step 5: Transmit the block mean values.
Step 6: Encode and transmit error image via the group 3 or group 4 coding scheme. Figure 1 illustrates the processing steps at the transmitter. For the purpose of illustration, we use 4ϫ4 blocks as an example. For the original image gray values shown, the mean value is 171. Two error dots are found in the error pattern, which constitutes the error image.
At the receiver, the reconstruction process is described as follows:
Step 1: Decode for the gray mean values, and produce the corresponding halftone image: h͑i, j ͒ϭ ͭ
Step 2: Decode for e(i j), and produce the desired halftone image h(i, j): In the ToneFac algorithm, the compression ratio depends on the number of image blocks, the number of error dots, the halftone mask, and the coding schemes used. Unless otherwise stated, in this paper it is assumed that the blue noise mask 10, 11 is used for halftoning as it generates visually pleasant halftones and is computationally efficient.
Although the compression of block values and the compression of the error image can be treated separately, the total compression ratio, which is denoted by CR, depends on both: 
Improved Processing of Block Values

Optimal Block Values
ToneFac uses the mean ͑or the median͒ block values. However, by searching the possible gray values for each image block we can determine the optimal gray value that minimizes the number of error dots on the error image. That is, the optimal block value for the (m,n) subblock is g opt (m,n) if
where
͑8͒
Thus, to reduce the number of error pixels that need to be transmitted, we simply replace ḡ(m,n) by g opt (m,n) in step 3 of the transmitting procedure and step 1 of the receiving procedure.
Comparing halftone patterns for gray values over the range of x is more computationally intensive than finding the mean block value. However, we get a significant reduction in the number of error dots on the error image in return. Figure 2 illustrates the difference in using the mean block values versus using the optimal block values. The upper path of Figure 2 corresponds to using the mean block value for the block in the example. Using the mean block value 171 generates two error dots on the error pattern. The lower path uses the optimal block value for that particular block and the corresponding mask values. The optimal value falls in the range of 173 to 196. Any value in this range results in no error dots in the error pattern.
Quantization of Block Values
For a K ϫ L image subblock, there are only (KL ϩ 1) effective block gray values out of the 256 that can alter the predicted halftone pattern for that block, independent of the mask values for those pixel locations. Therefore, instead of using 256 codewords for the 256 block gray values that are possible for each subblock, we can use (KL ϩ 1) codewords for the (KL ϩ 1) effective block gray values. The first order entropy for the (KL ϩ 1) codewords is generally less than that for the 256 codewords. Mathematically, we define the block index I(m,n) for the (m,n) subblock as
where bЈ(k) is the sequence of the KL mask values plus two more numbers, Ϫ1 and 255, in the ascending order. Therefore, I(m,n) has a range of ͓0,KL͔. Depending on the mask values, I(m,n) represents different ranges of optimal gray values varying from block to block. This way of using a smaller number of indices to represent the 256 possible block gray values can be viewed as nonuniform space-variant quantization. This reduces the number of symbols to be encoded.
Coding of Block Values
We can encode the index values by differential pulse code modulation ͑DPCM͒, taking advantage of the spatial redundancy from block to block. For simplicity, we use the first order difference between two neighboring blocks. Let D(m,n) be the difference in index values for the (m,n) subblock. We have 
Improved Processing of Error Image
Bit Switching
The error image consists of 1's scattered on 0's. The 1's generally are the minority pixels, indicating prediction errors. Their number is image-dependent. As a rule of thumb, for group 3 and group 4, the lesser the number of runs of 1's and runs of 0's, the larger the compression ratio. Therefore, compression is enhanced if the error image is transformed line by line according to the following runreduction rules:
1. Assume the imaginary starting pixel of each line of an error image is 0. 2. Reverse the color of the run if a 1 is encountered.
Otherwise, keep the same color.
Let y(i,j) be the transformed error image. Mathematically, we have Bit switching is most useful for sequences with isolated single 1's, but harmful for sequences with long runs of 1's. In most cases, bit switching is useful because the error image typically contains isolated 1's. Bit switching can be perceived as a standard way of performing runlength encoding, where we only encode the runs of 0's, and the 1's separate each run. 12 However, in our case, there would be two different sets of codewords applied to the alternate runs of 0's because group 3 and group 4 use two different sets of codewords for the white runs and the black runs. 
Optimal Block Sizing
Increasing the block size leads to a smaller number of block values, hence boosting CR B . On the other hand, the error image records more error dots, hence reducing CR E . The optimal block size that maximizes CR is image-dependent and can be simply searched for over some reasonable range of block sizes. To facilitate implementation, we consider K ϫ L rectangular blocks, where both K and L are powers of 2. The computational complexity depends on the block size:
Total number of operations ϭnumber of operations per pixel per pass ϫnumber of pixels per block ϫnumber of passes per block ϫnumber of blocks
where N p is the number of mathematical operations such as comparisons required per pixel per pass in searching for the optimal block values. We see that the computational complexity increases linearly as the area of a block.
Lossy Spurious Dot Filtering
We call the error dots on the error image spurious dots when they contribute little visually in the final reconstructed halftone images. If we filter out these spurious dots, we can achieve a larger compression ratio. One simple but effective filtering technique is to calculate the number of error dots in each block of the error image, where the position of the block of pixels coincides the block position on the gray scale image from which the block value is derived. For example, if 8ϫ4 blocks on the gray scale image are used, 8ϫ4 blocks on the error image should be used. If the number of error dots in a block does not exceed a threshold T, the entire block is reset to 0 ͑indicating no errors͒. The error dots that are thrown away may correspond to noise in the input image. If the number exceeds the threshold, the block is kept intact. These error dots may represent edge information, which is crucial to the quality of the halftone. That is, when the filter is applied to the (m,n) subblock, we have
i͓mK, mKϩKϪ1͔, j͓nL, nLϩLϪ1͔. ͑14͒ Figure 3 illustrates the case where 4ϫ4 blocks are used, and the threshold is one. There are two error dots in the upper 4ϫ4 error block, so no removal of error dots is done to that block. The lower error block has only one error dot, and the error dot is removed from the block. The compression ratio increases as the threshold.
Simulation Results
The effects of the proposed techniques are demonstrated in this section. Simulations are performed mainly on nine 8-bit test images as shown in Table 1 . These images are 
chosen due to their different image contents and complexity. Figure 4 shows ''Peppers'' halftoned with the blue noise mask, as an illustration in the following paragraphs. Tables 2 and 3 underscore the gain in using the errorminimizing optimal block values over using the mean or median values as previously proposed in Ref. 8 . Table 2 corresponds to the use of 8ϫ8 blocks. On average, there is a 27.7% reduction in the number of error dots on the error image when optimal block values are used as opposed to mean block values, and compared with the use of median block values, there is a 23.7% reduction on average. Table  3 shows the results for the use of 8ϫ4 blocks. There is an average 39.7% reduction in the number of error dots in using the optimal block values instead of the mean block values and a 36.2% reduction instead of the median block values.
The reduction in entropy of the block values by quantization and taking the first difference of block indices is shown in Table 4 , where 8ϫ8 blocks are used. The entropy of the unquantized block values is 7.217 bits/block, on average. Taking the first difference on the unquantized block values reduces the entropy to 6.353 bits/block. Quantizing the block values to 17 indices gives 5.370 bits/block. DPCM of the indices reduces the entropy to 4.557 bits/ block. Tables 5 and 6 show that bit switching makes the error image more compressible. Comparisons are made with the untransformed error images, one using white pixels to indicate error dots, the other using black pixels to indicate error dots. Table 5 shows the group 3 encoded file sizes in bytes, and Table 6 lists the group 4 encoded file sizes in bytes for the test images. When white pixels are used to represent error dots ͑1's͒, the compression ratios are worst. Using black pixels to represent error dots reduces the average file sizes by 23.5% for group 3 and by 16.3% for group 4, respectively. The reason is that both group 3 and group 4 cater to the statistics of long white runs and short black runs. However, there is a greater gain by using the bit switch than using a simple inversion on the error image. Group 3 on the bit switched error images reduces the average file size by 36.5% for interpreting 1's as white and 38.5% for interpreting 1's as black. Group 4 on the bit switched error images reduces the average file size by about 38.8%, where the interpretations of the 1's and 0's matter little. Figure 5 shows the error image for ''Peppers'' with error dots in black. Figure 6 shows the bit switched error image. The number of runs is reduced as can be seen.
As mentioned, the total compression ratio depends on the compression ratios for the block values and the error image. To determine the optimal block size empirically, we need to fix the coding methods for the block values and the error image. In our experiments, group 4 is used for the bit switched error image, and DPCM is used for the quantized block values. We take the difference of block indices along the direction that gives the least first order entropy. The file size for the encoded block indices is obtained through Huffman coding. The total file size is the sum of the file size for the encoded block indices and that for the group 4 encoded bit switched error image. The file size of the Huffman codebook is ignored due to its insignificant contribution: for the block size of K ϫ L, there are only (KL ϩ 1) bytes for the codebook. The encoded block indices and related information are sent through the uncompressed mode provided in the fax standard. The overhead associated with the uncompressed mode of operation is also neg- ligible. For ease of implementation, we consider only block sizes of K ϫ L, where K and L are powers of 2.
The specific results for block sizes of 4ϫ2, 4ϫ4, 4ϫ8, 8ϫ4, 8ϫ8, and 16ϫ16 are shown in Table 7 . The sums of file sizes over the test images are shown in Figure 7 , which also provides a pictorial representation of the proportion of the file size of error images to the file size of encoded block indices. As the block size increases, the file size of error images occupies a larger proportion of the total file size. From Figure 7 and Table 7 , we see that 8ϫ4 blocks give a 1.5% smaller file size than 4ϫ8 blocks do for the test images. This is due to the fact that most natural images have more vertical edges than horizontal ones. Among all, block sizes of 4ϫ4 and 8ϫ4 are optimal. Considering the computational complexity, 4ϫ4 blocks are preferred. However, further tests on the sensitivity of the optimal block sizes to resolution of images are shown in Tables 8 and 9 . With decimated images, the advantage of 4ϫ4 blocks is slightly enhanced ͑see Table 8͒ . However, with interpolated images, a block size of 8ϫ4 outperforms the others by a significant margin. Since halftoning is generally applied to low-detail images such as the interpolated test images, an 8ϫ4 block size is preferred. Lossy spurious dot filtering can be applied to the error image before bit switching. If the number of error dots for a block is less than or equal to a threshold, the whole block is set to 0's, indicating no prediction errors. Otherwise, the block is unchanged. Subjective tests suggest that setting the threshold to 1 for the block size of 8ϫ4 leaves the reconstructed halftone visually indistinguishable from the original halftone. Increasing the threshold value blurs the edges more and more since the error dots corresponding to the edge information are discarded. More details are given in Table 10 . Table 11 shows that there is an average 16.5% reduction in the file size of the group 4 encoded bit switched error image when the threshold is set to 1 for 8ϫ4 blocks. Setting the threshold to 2 gives 35.0% reduction on average. Figure 8 shows the filtered error image for ''Peppers'' as a comparison with Figure 4 . Figure 9 is the reconstructed halftone as a comparison with Figure 3 . Furthermore, the improved ToneFac is compared with its old version and with adaptive arithmetic coding ͑Table 12͒. Group 4 on the original halftones results in expansion by a factor 2.29, on average. The glorified version of adaptive arithmetic coding implemented according to JBIG gives 13 a CR of 1.30:1, on average. Apparently, the blue noise patterns render the prediction ineffective. The old ToneFac refers to using unencoded mean block values and using group 4 on the error image with error dots in black. 8 Its average performance is similar to that of adaptive arithmetic coding. However, with careful analysis of Table 12 , we find that the old ToneFac actually performs better ͑with the exception of ''Nuke''͒, giving a 16% smaller average file size compared with adaptive arithmetic coding. The   Fig. 8 Error image for ''Peppers'' after spurious dot filtering with threshold set to 1, white represents 0, and 8ϫ4 blocks are used. Table 14͒ . Finally, we comment on the approach where the original image is compressed using a lossy encoding scheme such as JPEG and halftoning is applied to the decompressed image. The resulting halftone is generally different from the desired halftone because some information about the original image has been altered. For example, a JPEG image compressed at a low bit rate may exhibit severe block artifacts. If ordered dithering is applied, the halftone will also exhibit blockiness. Figure 10 is the ''Peppers'' image halftoned with Bayer's mask, as obtained using ToneFac with a file size of 9153 bytes. Figure 11 is the ''Peppers'' image compressed with JPEG to 9191 bytes and halftoned with Bayer's mask. The latter shows objectionable block artifacts.
Conclusions
We have improved the previously proposed ToneFac algorithm. We added a few processing techniques to the algorithm: finding optimal block values, quantizing block values to block indices, DPCM of block indices, bit switching the error image, and finding the optimal block size. With the additional processing, the algorithm gives a CR of about 3:1 for halftones generated using clustered dot masks, Bayer's masks, and blue noise masks. It is extremely efficient on blue noise halftones, outperforming adaptive arithmetic coder ͑baseline JBIG͒ by a factor of 2. Table 12 Total file sizes (in bytes) of the halftones, which are uncompressed, encoded by the groupWith spurious dot filtering, CRs can be increased by more than 10% depending on how harshly the error dots are filtered. The algorithm is compatible with the existing fax standards so that any addition or modification to the fax system can be minimal. Also, it can transmit the halftones derived from their original images without loss. 
